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The function of windows in a building from the energy
balance point of view is quite interest¡ng. On the one
hand, even multiple glazed windows have a far lower
thermal resistancq than badly insulated walls and
therefore contribute largely to winter heat losses. On
the other hand, solar radiation through windows is of
very considerable importance even during the winter
months as it contributes a lot of heat during daylight
hours. ln summer, of course, and in hot countries the
heat received during the day through windows can be
excessive and cause acute discomfort. With most
buildings in Britain this is not much of a problem as the
remedy is simply to draw curtains, leave the windows
open or both. This, of course, would not do in hot
countries, or countries which have more extreme
weather conditions than ourselves, such as the United
States. ln those places one has to fit air chillers.

Let us now look at the function of windows in Britain
during the w¡nter months from the energy point of
view.

As the thermal conductivity of glass is quite high
(0.85 W/m K), and window glass is very thin, the only
thermal resistance in the case of a single glazed
window are the two layers of air close to the outside
and the inside surface of the pane. lf there is a high
wind blowing, the thermal resistance of the outside
layer can virtually be disregarded, leaving just the
inside layer, to keep out the cold. This is not very
effective. Fitting of even the flimsiest of net curtains
makes a big difference, and at night it is essential that
heavy curtains should be drawn. ln a cold country like
the UK, double glazing should really be standard. The
thermal resístance ol a window pane is doubled under
wind-still conditions and trebled under high wind
conditions.
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RESULTS

TH€ DAYÍIME U-VÀLUE OF TÆ wtNOOw = 2.55óA w/sqm K

fHE NlGHf-flME U-VALUE OF IHE W¡NOOW . I t47t w/sqñ K

THE aOOII|ONAL u-vALUE OUF tO AtR INFILTRATTON = .il23 w/rq K

By Rudi Diamant

Unfortunately, the calculation of all this when done
by hand, is exceedingly complicated. The maths
involved can only be tackled satisfactorily by a
computer. Computer programs are available that deal
specifically with windows. WINDOW evaluates the
U-value and SOLAR the solar heat g4in through
windows during daylight hou¡s.

ProgramWINDOW
The most important factor to consider when

calculating the U-value of windows is undoubtedly the
wind speed, because this affects the thickness of the
external air laminar layer, as well as air infiltration
through gaps and cracks of the window frame. The
type of window frame used is also important, as is the
percentage of the window area which it occupies. Then
we come to the question of multiple glazing. ln the UK
double glazing is just about the limit, but in many other
Northern European countries triple glazing is already
coming to the fore. The gap between the two panes is
most important. If it is too narrow, the width of the two
vital laminar air layers is naturally restricted. Howeve¡,
there is an optimum upper limit of around 12 mm,
beyond which internal convection between the panes
destroys most of the effect of thicker insulating air
layers.

The position of the windows concerned in the
building is also of importance. Corner windows are
affected more by the wind than windows in the centre
and therefore more heat is lost by convection currents.
The equations dealing with ventilation heat losses
through windows. which are used in the program, have
all been derived from the West German DIN 4Z0l
specifications. These constitute, to my mind, the best
general mathematical guides to insulation problems.
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RESULTS

IHE OAYÍIME U-VALUE OF lHE WINDOW = l.&ó9 W/sqm K

IHE NICHT-fIME U-VALUE OF fHE wlNDOw = 8538 w/sqo K
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< Skylights have to be dealt .with in a separate wáy,

þoth in program WINDOW and program SOLAR, ai
different equations come into play.

Finally, of course, we must take irrto considerafion
curtains. These are absolutely vital in; cutting down
heat losses, especially at night. During the day, net
curtains are most effective in reducing heat los es,

while still allowing solar radiation to enter. And they
are far cheaper than double glazing.

The calculation of heat penetration through windows
is extremely complicated. In the first ,place it depends
on latitude, and on the month of the year, as this

' governs th.ç height of the sun and its intensity, as well
as the number of hours per day during which solar heat
is being received. Figures differ appreciably, 4s to
compass direction if the window is in a vertical wall, or
if the window is in fact a skylight.

South facing windows and skylights receive direct,
diffused and reflected radiation through most of the
day. East facing wi¡dows receive most,of it during the
morning, while west facing windows receive the bulk
in the afternoon. Windorvs facing .into a,ny other
compass direction only receive diffused solar radiation,
which is far less. The data used in Program SOLAR for
these calculations were e¡tablished by research lvork
carried out in Sweden and Canada by Hoglund and
Stephenson and were ¡2ublished in the bpok:
Fonsterteknik (Window Techqology) by I. Hoglund and
B.,Ahlgren (Byggforlaget, Stockl¡olm 1973)..,

Then we have; to consider the fact, that there is a

gener.gl ha7e in the air,.which is a mi4imum out in the
country, and a maximum,in industrial areas. This
drasticall.y. affects the acfual amount of heat received.
Finally, of course, we unfortunately do not live in a

climatic area with constant sunshine. lt is cloudy and
rainy most of the time, so ,that even ,south,facing
windows only get a fraction of the theoretical solar
.heat contribution calctllated. The fraction of the time
when there are.clear skies naturally varies with the
time of the ye4¡. Program SOTAR uses data published
by the.British Meteorologiçal Office, which are based

on the average over a largp nuLmber of years. - ,

,Fxpmple: : 1. , :l
Let,us consider a.verticaf wi¡dow i¡,tþe cqntre of a

building erected at a geographical latitude of 53.5
' "degrees rtorth (aiong'a1ine stretching fronr'Crimsby via

Manchester and Liriërpool to Dubiin), in what can be

described as a suburban area. The average wind speed,

as measured by any contnÍercial anemometer, .

averages about 1.5 metres/second. , ;

The window measures 1.8 metrîs by 1.2 metres and

is double glazed with a !2 mm ca-vity between the
panes. The glass is mounted in an openable hardwood
frame, that accounts tor 57o of the total windo,¡v area.
At night heavy fabric curtains are drawn.
Results obtained from prognams WINDOW and
SOLAR

Print-out No. I gives the results of running Program

WINDOW, using'the data given.:No net curtains are
fitted. I 'l

The marked difference that net curtains m4l{e to the
U-value of a'window is shown by comparing prjnt-outs
No. I and I!o. 2.

Print-out No. 3 (Program SOLAR) gives the solar heat
penettation through a window which faces south-east

during the month of January, while print-out No. 4

gives values involving the same size window during the
same nronth but facing north. Finally, print-out No, 5

gives the values for a skylight of the same dimensions,
i.e. 1.8 metres by 1;2 metres, again during the month of
January.

Needless to say, 'any of the numenous parameters

which apply to these programs can be altered: at will,
enabling a designer to obtain comparative figures in a

matter of a few minulues, without having to leave the
computer keyboard.

AII the programs in the series can be used in,English
(American) units as well as in the SI units shown in this
article. All that is necessary is for the user'to typê in'E'
for English when asked his/her preference. O
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